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In 1916 Bliss published pper on the Jcobi condition in which he presented
the method now fmilir to every student of the clculus of vritions. For a

conjugate pointsprmetric problem f(y y y y,)d min.

on n extreml y y() were defined s eros of non-identically vnishing
"normal" solution ($) of the Jacobi equations; that is, solutioa such that
y,(),() =- o.

Hestenes recently commented that, since there re only 2n 2 linearly
independent normal solutions of the Jcobi equations, Bliss’ treatment is quite
different from that usually given (i.e., since 1916) for non-prmetric problems.
He then gve discussion of coniugte points by d]oining the equationy

II IIconstant (or y y 0) to the J=cobi equations. There re 2n line=rl-
independent solutions of the resulting system of equations.
More recently, Birkhoff nd Hestenes used the device of d]oining ny one

of several second-order equations to the Jcobi equations in studying nturl
isoperimetric conditions, nd Morse used one of these equations

f, - f,, ’ const.

(ssuming f > 0) in establishing the index theorem.
As compared with erlier treatments of the Jcobi condition, the dvantages

of Bliss’ method are too well known to require mention. But even in com-
parison with the more recent treatments lust mentioned it hs the dvntge
that the property of being "normal" solution is evidently invriant under
change of prmeter long the extreml, so that ll representations of the curve
re equally usable. This is not true of the "special" solutions of Hestenes,
and the treatment of Morse rests on special choice of prmeter.
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However, it should be remarked that Hestenes suggests several other equally useful

forms of adjoined equation, nd one of these (y/yy constant) gives solutions with
the invarince property under discussion.
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